Tau-pair production in the process e + e − → e + e − τ + τ − was studied using data collected by the DELPHI experiment at LEP2 during the years 1997 -2000. The corresponding integrated luminosity is 650 pb −1 . The values of the crosssection obtained are found to be in agreement with QED predictions. Limits on the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments of the tau lepton are deduced.
Introduction
This paper presents a study of tau pair production in photon-photon collisions using the data collected by the DELPHI detector at LEP in the period from 1997 to 2000 (LEP2) at collision energy √ s between 183 and 208 GeV. The total integrated luminosity used in the analysis is 650 pb −1 . At LEP this process was first observed by the OPAL collaboration [1] and subsequently studied by the L3 collaboration [2] .
The final state e + e − τ + τ − can be produced via a set of Feynman diagrams. In this paper we present the cross-section measurement for the contribution of the so-called multiperipheral graph (Fig. 1 ) which corresponds to collisions of two virtual photons. The same final states produced via other diagrams (less then 1% of the cross-section) are considered as a background. The study of the reaction e + e − → e + e − τ + τ − explores two fundamental problems. First of all it provides a deep test of QED at the level of the fourth order in α. Furthermore, the γτ τ vertex is sensitive to the anomalous electromagnetic couplings of the tau lepton. Since the multiperipheral e + e − → e + e − τ + τ − process diagram contains two such vertices, the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments can be extracted by comparing the measured cross-section with QED expectations.
The rest of the paper gives a detailed description of the e + e − → e + e − τ + τ − crosssection measurement, including tau-pair selection, background estimation, selection and trigger efficiency calculation and systematic error estimation. In the last part of the paper the measured cross-sections are used to derive limits on the anomalous electromagnetic moments of the tau lepton.
Monte Carlo simulation
The signal process was simulated using the Berends, Daverveldt and Kleiss generator RADCOR (BDKRC) [3] , which calculates the cross-section for the multiperipheral diagram with radiative corrections on the electron and positron lines. The following signal definition was used: the invariant mass of tau pairs had to be less than 40 GeV/c 2 ; both beam particles had to be scattered by less than 10 degrees; and at least one of them had to be scattered by less than 2 degrees. With these restrictions the accepted cross-section was 1.44±0.04% lower than the total cross-section predicted by BDKRC (which is about 450 pb at LEP2 energies) for the unrestricted phase space. The τ decay was simulated by the TAUOLA package [4] , which includes photon radiation from the decay products. The BDKRC generator was also used to estimate the background coming from the process e + e − → e + e − µ + µ − . To simulate the e + e − → e + e − e + e − background, the Berends, Daverveldt and Kleiss generator DIAG36 (BDK) [5] was used. Hadron production in two photon collisions was simulated by PYTHIA 6.1 [6] . Non-multiperipheral four-fermion processes (such as WW, ZZ, Zee and others) were simulated by WPHACT [7] .
The generated events were passed through the full simulation program of the DELPHI detector and were reconstructed with the same program as for the real data [8] .
Event selection
In most events produced by two-photon collisions both beam particles scatter at small angles and remain undetectable inside the beam pipe. Therefore only the decay products of the tau leptons can be seen in the detector. To suppress background, only one-prong decay channels with one tau decaying into an electron and the other into a non-electron (hadron or muon) were considered. The analysis was based entirely on the measured tracks of charged products of tau decays; the neutral particles from tau decays were ignored in this analysis.
To select runs with good performance of the sub-detectors [8] - [9] , only runs with the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the Forward Chambers (FCA, FCB) and one of the additional barrel tracking detectors (ID or VD) fully operational were retained. Table 1 presents the luminosities used in the analysis, luminosity-weighted centre-of-mass energies and energy ranges. The event selection procedure was divided into two steps. The first step (preselection) selected a sample of two-photon events with two good tracks which were not back-toback in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. A track was considered as good if the momentum derived from its curvature was greater than 100 MeV/c, momentum error better than 100%, polar angle θ between 20
• and 160
• , and impact parameter with respect to the interaction point below 10 cm along the z-axis 1 and 5 cm in the r − φ plane. The following cuts were applied in this first selection step:
• There had to be exactly two good tracks from particles with opposite charges, at least one of them having momentum greater than 300 MeV/c. • To suppress background from fermion pair production, the total energy of two charged particles had to be less than 30 GeV.
• To enrich the sample with e + e − → e + e − τ + τ − events, the acoplanarity of two tracks 2 had to be greater than 0.5
• and their resultant transverse momentum greater than 500 MeV/c.
• To select events with a high trigger efficiency, the transverse energy, defined by
where E 1 and E 2 are the energies of the two charged particles and θ 1 and θ 2 are their polar angles, had to be greater than 2 GeV.
• In the year 2000, the operation of one of the twelve TPC sectors was unstable and the dE/dx measurement vital for this analysis was poor, so events with at least one track in or near (closer than 10
• in φ) to this TPC sector in 2000 were rejected.
• Finally, to ensure the transverse momentum balance of γγ system, single and double tagged events were rejected by requiring that no energy deposition in the forward electromagnetic calorimeters (STIC or FEMC) exceeded 60% of the beam energy.
The last cut suppressed the events with highly virtual photons. About 90% of events passing this cut had the momentum transfer −q 2 less then 1 GeV 2 /c 2 . After applying the cuts described above, the predicted event composition in the preselected sample was as follows (1999 
%
The fraction of other events was less than 1%. The efficiency of the preselection for e + e − → e + e − τ + τ − events was of the order of 5%, the largest suppression of the signal coming from the requirement of exactly two good tracks seen in the detector (about a factor of 4) and from the cut on E t (about factor of 2). Figure 2 shows the comparison between data and simulation of the distributions of invariant mass, total energy, total transverse energy and total transverse momentum of the pair of charged particles. The e + e − → e + e − τ + τ − events are shown by the shaded histogram. The Monte Carlo is normalised to the luminosity of the real data. The data deficit is mainly due to the trigger inefficiency which is corrected at the later stages of analysis.
In the final step of the selection, the event was retained if one of the charged particles was identified as an electron and the other as a non-electron. This step was based on the TPC measurement of the dE/dx pulls for the muon, electron, kaon and proton hypotheses. The dE/dx pull for a specific particle hypothesis is defined as the ratio
where (dE/dx) exp is the value expected for the particle X with given momentum and σ dE/dx is the error of the measured energy loss (dE/dx) meas . To check the dE/dx calibration, test samples of e + e − → e + e − µ + µ − and e + e − → e + e − e + e − events were picked out from the preselected sample. A small angular dependence of the dE/dx measurements was found as well as some disagreement between data and simulation. Corrections which were functions of azimuthal and polar angle were applied to the measured dE/dx values. Residual disagreement was removed by scaling and smearing the specific energy loss measurement in the simulated events. Independent calibrations of real and simulated data were performed for each year of data taking analysed. The efficiency to measure dE/dx is discussed later in the paper.
With corrected dE/dx information, a track was identified as an electron if Π µ > 3 and as a non-electron if Π e < −3. Figure 3 illustrates the particle identification cuts. The distributions of the pulls for the electron and muon hypotheses are shown for the 1999 real data and simulation. Each distribution is shown after applying all selection cuts except the cut on the variable shown. The shaded histograms show the signal.
A considerable amount of kaon and proton background from e + e − → e + e −events remained after the cuts on the pulls for the muon and electron hypotheses. Figure 4 (left) shows the specific energy loss for electron candidates plotted versus the momentum of the particle. Proton and kaon bands are clearly visible. To remove the kaon and proton background, the electron selection was tightened. The dE/dx for the electron candidate had to not exceed 1.9 times the minimum ionisation, and the pulls for the proton and kaon hypotheses for the electron candidate both had to be outside the ±1.5σ interval: Figure 4 (right) shows the distribution of the pull for the proton hypothesis with all selection cuts applied except the cut on the variable shown. The hatched histogram shows the background from e + e − → e + e −events, the shaded histogram shows the rest of the background. The cuts on this variable are indicated by arrows. Table 2 summarises the efficiency of the preselection, final step of selection and overall selection efficiency. The drop in the preselection in 2000 is caused by the removal of events in or near the unstable TPC sector. The uncertainties of the selection efficiency determination are discussed later in the paper. Table 2 : Efficiencies (%): preselection, final step of selection and overall efficiency.
In total 2390 candidate events were selected. Figure 5 compares the distributions of electron and non-electron candidate momenta for selected events to the simulation prediction for the combined 1997-2000 data. Figure 6 shows the visible invariant mass distribution for selected events for the same data sample. Trigger efficiency is taken into account in these distributions (see below).
Trigger efficiency
The low momenta of the τ decay products in the process e + e − → e + e − τ + τ − and the presence of only two tracks in the event could make the probability of triggering on such an event considerably below 100%. The determination of the trigger efficiency is therefore important in this analysis.
The trigger efficiency was estimated from the subsamples of selected events using the fact that an event can be detected by different components of the DELPHI trigger system [10] . Trigger subcomponents of the tracking system were combined into barrel and end-cap triggers. For events with one track in the barrel and the other in the end-cap, the number of events detected by the barrel trigger (N B ), by the end-cap trigger (N E ), and by both triggers (N BE ) were counted using the decision functions of the trigger. The barrel and end-cap single track trigger efficiencies were calculated, for electrons and non-electrons separately, by the formulae:
Finally, the efficiency of the DELPHI calorimetric trigger to the whole event was estimated from the events triggered by any of the tracking detectors using a similar technique. The results of the trigger efficiency calculation are summarised in Table 3 . The track pair trigger efficiency was calculated from the "OR" of the single track efficiencies using the ratio of the barrel and forward tracks predicted by simulation. The tau pair trigger efficiency was calculated as "OR" of the tracking and calorimetric triggers. 95.9 ± 2.5 93.8 ± 3.3 94.0 ± 3.8 Table 3 : Summary of the trigger efficiency measurements (%)
Efficiency of the dE/dx measurement
Both tracks of the selected event had to have specific energy loss measurements. An imperfect detector simulation can lead to a discrepancy in the dE/dx measurement efficiency for good tracks in real and simulated events. To take into account this possible disagreement, the efficiency for a good track to have a dE/dx measurement (to be a "good TPC track") was calculated for e + e − → e + e − e + e − and e + e − → e + e − µ + µ − samples extracted from preselected events (efficiencies to measure dE/dx of pions and muons were assumed to be equal). Muon events were selected by requiring at least one track to be identified by the muon chambers and electron events were selected using information from the DELPHI RICH detectors. For muon and electron events the efficiency to be a "good TPC track" was determined from the ratio
where N dE/dx is the number of events with both tracks having a dE/dx measurement and N tot was the total number of selected events in the given sample. The tau-pair efficiency was estimated as the product of the single track efficiencies for muon and electron. The tau-pair efficiencies derived from e + e − → e + e − µ + µ − and e + e − → e + e − e + e − events for data and Monte Carlo are presented in Table 4 and were used for selection efficiency correction and for systematic error estimation. The selection efficiency was multiplied by the factor
and half of the correction was included into the systematic error together with the uncertainties from the test sample statistics.
1997
1998 1999 2000 Efficiency in data, % 82.9 ± 1.0 82.6 ± 0.6 82.4 ± 0.5 83.5 ± 0.6 Efficiency in MC, % 82.3 ± 0.4 82.5 ± 0.2 82.3 ± 0.1 84.6 ± 0.2 Table 4 : Summary of "good TPC track" efficiency estimations. These efficiencies are already included in the total efficiency in Table 2 . 
Residual background

Systematic error estimation
The following sources of systematic error on the cross-section measurement were considered: uncertainties of selection and trigger efficiencies and uncertainty of background level. Track selection, event selection and the statistical error of the simulated samples were taken into account in the calculation of the uncertainty in the selection efficiency.
The systematic error arising from track selection was estimated in the following way. Each cut of the track selection was varied typically by the size of the resolution of the corresponding variable from its nominal value in both directions. The corresponding change of the cross-section ∆ was compared to the value of the expected statistical fluctuation σ due to the non-identical event sample. If the value ∆ was less than σ, no systematic error was ascribed to the corresponding cut; in the opposite case the value of √ ∆ 2 − σ 2 was included in the systematic error. The systematic error arising from varying the event selection cuts was estimated in a similar way.
To calculate the systematic error due to the angular corrections applied to the dE/dx measurements, the dE/dx correction functions were varied by the uncertainty of each of their parameters and the analysis chain was repeated. The variation of the measured cross-section was added to the systematic error. The systematic errors corresponding to scaling and smearing the pulls were calculated similarly.
The systematic errors associated with track selection cuts, event selection cuts and dE/dx corrections are summarised in Table 6 . The numbers are given for 1999 data (for other years uncertainties of most of the sources scale approximately as inverse square root of the statistics). Additional contributions to the selection efficiency uncertainty also presented in Table 6 come from the statistical error of the Monte Carlo sample and the selection efficiency correction described in Section 3.2.
The largest contribution to the systematic error is given by the uncertainty of the trigger efficiency determination, dominated by the statistics of the real data events, see Section 3.1 and Table 3 . An additional contribution arises because the trigger efficiency for background events, assumed to be equal to that of the signal, may be different. A conservative estimate of this uncertainty was obtained by changing the trigger efficiency for background upwards to 100% and downwards by the same amount.
The systematic error due to residual background includes the simulated sample statistical uncertainty and the theoretical uncertainty of the Monte Carlo generators, mainly for the e + e − → e + e −process, see Table 5 . The sources of selection efficiency uncertainty are described in detail in Table 6 . The sources of systematic uncertainty are summarised in Table 7 . Total systematic errors calculated as the sum in quadrature of all described components are also presented in Table 7 . The following uncertainties were assumed to be fully correlated between different years: generator theoretical error; trigger efficiency for background; and uncertainties estimated from variation of track and event selection cuts. Systematic errors from other sources were treated as uncorrelated.
Results of the cross-section measurement
The cross-sections were computed using the formula where N obs is the number of observed events, N bg is the expected number of background events in the assumption that background events have the same trigger efficiency as signal events, ε sel is the selection efficiency, ε trig is the trigger efficiency and L is the integrated luminosity. The numbers of observed and expected events, the measured cross-sections and the cross-sections from the BDKRC Monte Carlo simulation together with their ratios are presented in Table 8 . The predicted number of events was calculated from the signal and background simulation, taking into account trigger efficiency and corrections to the dE/dx efficiency. Agreement was found between the measurements and the Standard Model (SM) predictions calculated by BDKRC. The ratio of observed and predicted crosssections was averaged over all LEP2 data, taking into account correlations of systematic errors. The result was found to be 0.96±0.04. The average LEP2 cross-section is 429±17 pb corresponding to the luminosity-weighted mean centre-of-mass energy of 197.1 GeV. The cross-section predicted at this energy by BDKRC is 447.7 ± 0.3 pb.
Determination of anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments
In the Standard Model, leptons are considered as point-like objects. Therefore the observation of a deviation of the magnetic or electric dipole moments of the leptons from their SM values would open a window onto the physics beyond the SM. The anomalous magnetic moments of the electron [11] and muon [12] Table 8 : The numbers of observed and expected events, measured cross-sections, QED predictions and their ratios. The first error on the measured cross-sections is statistical, the second is systematic.
but the short life-time of the tau-lepton does not allow measurement of its anomalous moments with similar precision by a spin precession method. The generalised form of the τ τ γ vertex can be parametrised as follows:
where ǫ µ (q) is the polarization vector of the photon with momentum q. The form factor F 1 describes the distribution of electric charge and e τ = eF 1 (0), while F 2 and F 3 are form factors related to the anomalous magnetic moment a τ and electric dipole moment d τ :
and
In the SM at tree level, a τ = 0 and d τ = 0. Accounting for loop diagrams gives a non-zero value to a τ = 11773(3) · 10 −7 [13] , while a non-zero value of d τ is forbidden by both T invariance and P invariance.
The values of a τ and d τ have been measured by several groups. The L3 and OPAL collaborations [14, 15] studied radiative Z → τ τ γ events and set the following 95 % CL limits on the values of the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments: −0.052 < a τ < 0.058 and |d τ | < 3.1 (10 −16 e · cm) (L3) −0.068 < a τ < 0.065 and |d τ | < 3.7 (10 −16 e · cm) (OPAL).
The best limit so far on d τ was obtained by BELLE [16] :
Other limits on a τ and d τ can be found in [17] .
Limits from this analysis
Here we present the study of the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments of the tau lepton based on the analysis of the e + e − → e + e − τ + τ − cross-section. The study of anomalous couplings of tau leptons to photons at LEP in this channel was proposed in [18] .
To model the contribution of non-SM anomalous magnetic and dipole moments we use the calculation by Cornet and Illana [19] . The calculation is based on computation of the matrix element of the process γγ → τ + τ − in leading order of QED and its translation to the cross-section of the e + e − → e + e − τ + τ − process using the Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA) [20] . The EPA parameter (−q 2 ) max (the upper limit of the integration over 4-momenta of the emitted photon) was chosen such that the total cross-section predicted by EPA (with SM values of anomalous electromagnetic moments) agreed with BDKRC calculation. According to the calculations [19] each of the anomalous terms of (5) would mainly modify the rate of tau pair production in the barrel region of the detector where the experimental selection has largest efficiency. This leads to a larger selection efficiency for the anomalous term contribution, improving in principle the limits obtained on anomalous moments. However in this paper we conservatively assumed that the standard and anomalous contributions have the same selection efficiency. To compare the experimentally measured values of the cross-sections to the non-SM calculation, they were first converted from accepted to the total cross-sections, taking into account the 1.44% difference due to the signal definition (see section 2). The validity of applying SM conversion factors is supported by the fact that the measured cross-sections are in good agreement with the SM prediction, which guarantees the smallness of the non-SM contribution, and by the fact that the correction itself is small. Fits to the cross-sections measured in 1997, 1998, 1999 and 2000 were performed taking a τ and d τ as parameters. When fitting for a τ , the value of d τ was set to its SM value and vice versa. The errors on the cross section measurements were taken as the statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature.
To quote the obtained limits we used the following convention:
where CL is the desired confidence level and L and R are lower and upper limits. A similar definition was used for d τ . We quote central values µ and errors σ for moments according to
where R and L are calculated with 68.3% confidence level. Figure 8 shows the χ 2 as a function of the anomalous magnetic moment and as a function of the electric dipole moment. The results of the fit are:
−0.052 < a τ < 0.013, 95% CL |d τ | < 3.7 · 10 −16 e · cm, 95% CL.
The limit on a τ improves the current PDG limit [21] based on the L3 result [14] . Figure 9 shows the the measured cross-section, average LEP2 cross-section and SM expectation as a function of √ s. Two bands superimposed on the plot represent the allowed region for the cross-section variation due to anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments. The results expressed in the form of central value and error are the following:
−16 e · cm.
Conclusion
We have studied the reaction e + e − → e + e − τ + τ − with the data collected with the DELPHI detector during LEP2 operation in the years 1997-2000. The average LEP2 cross-section was found to be 429±17 pb compared to 447.7 pb expected from the Standard model. The measured/predicted ratio 0.96±0.04 agrees with the QED prediction at the level of one standard deviation. The measured cross-sections were used to extract limits on the anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments of the tau lepton. The 95% CL limits obtained are due to anomalous magnetic and electric dipole moments within 95% limits from this analysis.
